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Specification 

1. Title of the Invention 

Site entry method based on storage media 

2. Claims 

(1)     A site entry method based on storage media characterized in that 

a central processing unit with storage media having an "each entry place reserved time 

input means" and an "each entry place visitor reservation capability means" and a storage 

means inserted and 

an "each entry place reservation making device" linked to this central processing unit are 

provided, and 

said storage medium is inserted into the insertion opening of said central processing unit, 

and. 



limited to when, due to said "reserved time classified by each entry place input means" 

[translator's note: "said" notwithstanding, this is the first occurrence, possibly due to the 

omission of a Japanese character in the above similarly named means], the reserved time 

of entry has the entry capability in said ^'visitor capability classified by each entry place 

means" [translator's note: "said" notwithstanding, this is the first occurrence, possibly due 

to the omission of a Japanese character m the above similarly named means], and is mput 

into said storage means, and in addition, is stored in the storage means, and 

this storage means for which storage has been completed is inserted into the insertion 

opening of the "each entry place reservation making device", and, 

depending on the acceptance or rejection of the reserved time of entry input into said 

"each entry reservation making device" and the reserved time of entry stored in this 

storage medium, whether or not entry is possible is decided, 

and at each entry place a visitor is allowed to enter. 

3.      Detailed Description of the Invention 

(Field of Industrial Application) 

The present invention concerns a site entry method based on storage media and 

the object thereof is to provide a site entry method based on storage media that, when 

people go around and enjoy each pavilion of a site having many pavilions (entry places), 

can obtain the smooth flow of people without long lines being formed at each pavilion 

and the waiting time becoming long, can reserve in advance a time to enjoy a desired 

pavilion, and can smoothly carry out the enjoying of that pavilion at the time that has 

been reserved. 

(Background of the Invention) 

Generally, in an exhibition and the like, each pavilion of a site has various 

characteristics and is arranged so as to encircle that site. 

These exhibitions, generally, were ones at which crowds of over several hxmdred 

thousand people could be seen, and the site control thereof, particularly the control of 

visitors at popular pavilions, was difiGcult. 

(Prior Art) 

Formerly, at each pavilion of these exhibitions a fence for controlling the number 

of people entering was provided, and maintenance personnel carried out control of the 

persons who planned to enter. For this reason, there were many cases in which visitors 

waited a long time. 

(Problems that the Invention Is To Solve) 

Providing fences for controlling the niunber of people entering each pavilion of an 

exhibition, and maintenance personnel controlling the number of people, in this way, had 



the problems that extra facilities in the vicinity of the pavilion became necessary; 

moreover, personnel costs increased because it was necessary to increase the nimiber of 

maintenance personnel. 

On the other hand, since the visitors who went around to enjoy each pavilion of 

the exhibition formed long lines of people at each pavilion, particularly, at popular 

pavilions, extremely long waiting times became necessary; moreover, since people had to 

wait these long times standing, there was the problem that people sometimes became 

exhausted waiting until they could enjoy the pavilion. 

Accordingly, these inventors, taking into consideration the former situation 

mentioned above, eagerly continued research concerning a site entry method based on 

storage media which solves the above-mentioned problems, has a storage means for each 

entry place (pavilion) of a site (exhibition) one wants to enjoy oneself and which can 

reserve in advance a time to visit the same, which enables one to smoothly enjoy a visit 

without needing to wait for the reserved time therefor, and which does not produce a long 

waiting line at each entry place. 

(Means for Solving the Problems) 

Namely, the present invention has succeeded in creating a method that can 

completely solve the above-mentioned problems to be solved by means of providing 

a site entry method based on storage media characterized in that 

a central processing unit with storage media having an "each entry place reserved time 

input means" and an "each entry place visitor reservation capability means" and a storage 

means inserted and 

an "each entry place reservation making device" linked to this central processing imit are 

provided, and 

said storage medium is inserted into the insertion opening of said central processing unit, 

and, 

limited to when, due to said "reserved time classified by each entry place input means" 

[translator's note: "said" notwithstanding, this is the first occurrence, possibly due to the 

omission of a Japanese character in the above similarly named means], the reserved time 

of entry has the entry capability in said "visitor capability classified by each entry place 

means" [translator's note: "said" notwithstanding, this is the furst occurrence, possibly due 

to the omission of a Japanese character in the above similarly named means], and is input 

into said storage means, and in addition, is stored in the storage means, and 

this storage means for which storage has been completed is inserted into the insertion 

opening of the "each entry place reservation making device", and. 



depending on the acceptance or rejection of the reserved time of entry input into said 

"each entry reservation making device" and the reserved time of entry stored in this 

storage meditun, whether or not entry is possible is decided, 

and at each entry place a visitor is allowed to enter. 

(Embodiment) 

Below, one embodiment of the site entry method based on storage media 

concerned in the present invention is explained based on FIG. 1 through FIG. 3. 

In the figures (1) is a central processmg unit. The "visitor reservation capability 

classified by each entry place means" (12) and the storage means (13) are built-in. On all 

sides [translator's note: this is probably a typographical error for "On the firont side"] the 

insertion openmg (15) of a storage medium (2) consisting of a magnetic card is provided 

open. In the top side a storage medium (2) extraction opening (14) is provided. 

Furthermore, a display part (15) is provided in the upper part of the insertion 

opening (13) of the entire surface [translator's note: probably a typographical error for 

"fi-ont surface"] of the central processing unit (1), and in the bottom part of the insertion 

opening (15) the "reserved time classified by each entry place input means" (11) 

comprising a button type operation part is provided. 

(3) is the "each entry place reservation making device". The shape thereof is not 

illustrated, but it is the shape of said central processing unit (1) miniaturized, and the 

"reservation advisability decision means" (31) is buih into the interior thereof. 

Said storage medium (2) is of a thin plate shape. A magnetic card is mainly used. 

Besides that, an IC card and a circular shape and the like are used as different shapes. As 

for the material therefor, any material is acceptable, if it is one with which storage is 

possible. 

Said central processing unit (1) is placed, for example, at the exhibition entrance 

of an exhibition site and the like; and an "each entry place reservation making device" (3) 

linked thereto is placed at the entrance of each pavilion. 

Next, the entry method based on each of the above-mentioned devices is 

explained according to the flowchart presented in FIG. 3. 

First of all, storage medium (2) is inserted into the insertion opening (15) of the 

central processing unit (1) placed at the entrance to an exhibition, the "reserved time 

classified by each entry place input means" (11) is operated and the desired pavilion and 

reserved time are input (step 1). 



At this time it is advisable to be careful not to select the same pavilion at the same 

time. 

Next, whether or not input is possible is determined by the "visitor reservation 

capability classified by each entry place means" (12) of the central processing unit (1) 

(step 2). 

When, according to the 'Visitor reservation capability classified by each entry 

place means" (12), there are many visitors and input is not possible, step 1 is returned to 

and the operation of the above-mentioned step 1 is carried out with respect to another 

pavilion. 

Next, when it is determined that input is possible in step 2, the desired reserved 

time of entry is stored in the "reservation making classified by each entry place device" 

(3) and the storage device (13) inside the central processing unit (1) and the storage 

medium (2) (step 3). 

At this time it is acceptable to be able to receive a reservation ticket in the form of 

a receipt, or to be able to print out the reserved time on the back surface of the storage 

medium (2). 

At this time arranging so that the (screening) time for each pavilion can be 

displayed and selected is still better. 

Next, a visitor goes to the desired pavilion (entry place) at the reserved time and 

inserts the storage medium (2) into the insertion opening of the "reservation making 

classified by each entry place device" (3) placed at the entrance of this pavilion (step 4). 

Accordingly, by means of the "reservation advisability decision means" (31) built 

into the inside of this "reservation making classified by each entry place device" (3), the 

decision is made as to whether or not there is a mistake in the visitor, and whether or not 

there is a mistake in the entry time (step 5). 

When it has been decided that there is a mistake therem, the visitor returns to step 

1 and repeats the above-mentioned steps. 

When it has been decided that there is no mistake, the storage medium (2) comes 

out at the extraction opening of the "reservation making classified by each entry place 

device" (3), the visitor takes it, enters the desired designated pavilion and enjoys the 

exhibits inside this pavilion. 

After enjoying this pavilion, the visitor moves to the next pavilion (step 7). 

After that, step 4 is retumed to, the above-mentioned operations are repeated, and 

each pavilion is enjoyed in order. 
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When handled as above, long lines do not occur at each pavilion, entry and 

enjoyment of each pavilion, smoothly, at the reserved time, and without a waiting time, is 

made possible and convenient. 

Furthermore, in the above-mentioned embodunent, only convenience in terms of 

sites and exhibitions has been mentioned, and, as sites to enter, each pavilion of an 

exhibition has been mentioned, but the present invention is not limited thereto; for 

example, the present invention can be used also at events held in an enterprise unit. 

(Effects of the Invention) 

Because the present invention relates to a method that can completely solve the 

above-mentioned problem to be solved by means of providing 

a site entry method based on storage media characterized in that 

a central processing unit with storage media having an "each entry place reserved time 

input means" and an "each entry place visitor reservation capability means" and a storage 

means inserted and 

an "each entry place reservation making device" linked to this central processing unit are 

provided, and 

said storage medium is inserted into the insertion opening of said central processing imit, 

and, 

limited to when, due to said "reserved time classified by each entry place input means" 

[translator's note: "said" notwithstanding, this is the first occurrence, possibly due to the 

omission of a Japanese character in the above similarly named means], the reserved time 

of entry has the entry capability in said •Sdsitor capability classified by each entry place 

means" [translator's note: "said" notwithstanding, this is the first occurrence, possibly due 

to the omission of a Japanese character in the above similarly named means], and is input 

into said storage means, and in addition, is stored in the storage means, and 

this storage means for which storage has been completed is inserted into the insertion 

opening of the "each entry place reservation making device", and, 

depending on the acceptance or rejection of the reserved time of entry input into said 

"each entry reservation making device" and the reserved time of entry stored in this 

storage medium, whether or not entry is possible is decided, 

and at each entry place a visitor is allowed to enter 

the following effects are achieved. 



That is, a site entry method based on storage media that, when people go around 

and enjoy each pavilion of a site having many pavilions (entry places), can obtain the 

smooth flow of people without long lines being formed at each pavilion and the waiting 

time becoming long, can reserve, in advance, a time to enjoy a desired pavilion, and can 

smoothly cany out the enjoying of that pavilion at the time that has been reserved. 

4.      Brief Explanation of the Drawings 

FIG. 1 is an external perspective view of the central processing xmit used in the 

site entry method based on storage media concerned in the present invention. FIG. 2 is a 

schematic explanatory drawing that depicts the relationship of the storage media and each 

means built into the central processing unit as well as the "each entry reservation making 

device" with a "reservation advisability decision means" built in. FIG. 3 is a flowchart in 

order to explain the site entry method based on storage media of the present invention. 

(1) Central processing unit 

(2) Storage medium 

(3) Each entry place reservation making device 

(11) Each entry place reserved time input means [translator's note: the Japanese for 

"classified by" is left out, consequently, the word order is different. If the phrase with 

"classified by" included is correct, use the phrase in the "Embodiment" section above that 

includes it] 

(12) Each entry place visitor reservation capability means [translator's note: The 

Japanese here is different from FIG. 2 and the "Embodiment" section above.] 

(13) Storage means 

(15)   Insertion opening 

Agent Patent Attorney       Yoshitake Kiyohara  [seal of attorney] 

FIG. 1 

FIG. 2 

Computation means 

2       Storage medium 

11 Reserved time classified by each entry place input means 

12 Visitor reservation capability classified by each entry place means 

13 Storage means 

2       Storage medium after fmishing reservation 

2       Storage medium after finishing reservation 

Each entry place reservation setting device 

31     Reservation advisability decision means 

Pavilion entry 

FIG. 3 



Start 

Step 1 Insert storage medium into central processing unit and input by means of''each 

entry place reserved time input means'' each entry place and entry time desired. 

Step 2 Decide whether or not input is possible by means of the "each entry place visitor 

reservation capability means" inside the central processing unit 

Step 3 Each entry time desired is stored in the ""each entry place reservation making 

device" and the storage device in the central processing unit and iht storage medium 

Step 4 Insert storage medium that has finished being recorded into the desired entry place 

reservation setting device 

Step 5 The advisability of entry is decided by the "reservation advisability decision 

means'' built into the reservation making device for this pavilion 

Step 6 Receive the stored medium and enter the desired designated entry place 

Step? Move to another pavilion 


